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•• ADRIATIC COOPERATION FOR INDUSTRIAL ADRIATIC COOPERATION FOR INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT ““ACInDACInD""
INTERREG III A INTERREG III A AdriaticaAdriatica

- Cooperation and Networking,

- Research and Studies,

- Best Practices and Technology Transfer,

- Generation of New Projects.

In this project there was exchange of best practices 
and studies in the field of clustering, developing 
industrial sites based on application of ecology 
principles and on energy efficiency in the region.
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““Innovative Concept of Economic Development Innovative Concept of Economic Development 
based on Ecology Principles"based on Ecology Principles"

CARDS Enterprise Development ProgramCARDS Enterprise Development Program

FORMED CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT,FORMED CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT,
Informed businessmen and farmers, 1000Informed businessmen and farmers, 1000

Educated entrepreneurs on the topic of sustainable development, Educated entrepreneurs on the topic of sustainable development, 
the concept of cooperatives, the tourism, 366 people,the concept of cooperatives, the tourism, 366 people,

To Businesses provided consulting services in the field of To Businesses provided consulting services in the field of 
sustainable development, for 480 persons with 500 consulting sustainable development, for 480 persons with 500 consulting 

hours, hours, 

Conducted research and created a feasibility study of economic Conducted research and created a feasibility study of economic 
development on ecological principles,development on ecological principles,

Visitors joint Web Site, and completed over 6oo visits Visitors joint Web Site, and completed over 6oo visits 

Related institutions acting in the function of supporting Related institutions acting in the function of supporting 
sustainable development, sustainable development, 
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• „INOCOPESS“

• Innovative Cooperation of Cross border 
Economies”

•• The project aims to improve the transmissionThe project aims to improve the transmission

of technology, innovation and research resultsof technology, innovation and research results

in the academic environment in smallin the academic environment in small

and mediumand medium--sized enterprises and improve the innovativesized enterprises and improve the innovative

level of small and mediumlevel of small and medium--sized enterprisessized enterprises

thus strengthening the competitivenessthus strengthening the competitiveness

crosscross--border region as a whole.border region as a whole.
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• „INOCOPESS“

• Innovative Cooperation of Cross border 
Economies”

Outputs and Results:Outputs and Results:

Informed businessmen and officials of public administration,Informed businessmen and officials of public administration,

Educated businessmen,Educated businessmen,

To Businesses provided specific consulting services,To Businesses provided specific consulting services,

Businessmen participated in study visits to Cross border region,Businessmen participated in study visits to Cross border region,

Visitors informed through Projects Web Site,Visitors informed through Projects Web Site,

Related institutions acting in the function of crossRelated institutions acting in the function of cross--border border 

cooperation,cooperation,

Brochures, press conferences, PRBrochures, press conferences, PR
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